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•

Have you ever wanted to rewrite your own personal history? Have
you ever wi~hed you had a chance to turn the worst of times into
the best of times? Well, that's the chanc.e Robin Williams and
Kurt Russell take in the winning new movie comedy "The Best
of Times."
·
•

Now here's a chance for you - to win tickets to a special
advance screening of "The Best of Times." For each of the
five scenes from the film pictured below, devise the funniest,
cleverest, most outrageous ·caption you can that
coincides with the theme of "The Best of Times."

•

Entries will be judged on the basis of wit, creativity, and the
best formula for "The Best of Times." Good luck!
•

<JilESr~l~ME~
OPENS IN THEATRES ON JANUARY 31st
•

•
1.~------------------------~

2.~--------------------------

3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

4.~------------------------~
5•------------------------,---~
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone Number. (

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Drop off contest entry blanks at the Student Government
KIOSK or at the Central Florida Future . .

~----------------------------------------------

We have 75
(admission two
tickets)
to aword.

•

•
ALL PHOTO MATERIAL ©1985 UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, INC.
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New BOR chairman
makes inspection

•
•

by Maryann L. Cross
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

The new chairman of the Florida
Board of Regents was given a tour of
the UCF campus Tuesday by
students and administrative personn~
.
T. Terrell Ses.s ums was appointed
chairman Jan. 24 at the BOR meeting
in Pensacola. His visit to UCF was
·· part of a tour of Florida state universities that each chairman takes to
Donna Lindsey/Central Florido Future
Matthew Sasso and Jackie Goigel gave Chairman Sessums (center) a tour familiarize himself with the schools.
of the campus Tuesday.

Matthew Sasso and Jackie Goigel,
two students with the President's
Leadership Council, conducted the
tour which included the Administration building, the Library, the
·Engineering building, and the CEBA
building.
.
Sessums is a partner in the Tampa
law firm of MacFarlane, Ferguson,
Allison and Kelly. In addition to his
law practice, he has been active in
Florida politics since 1958. During
the 1972-74 term. he served as ·
SEE SESS~MS, PAGE 7

Miss UCF· pageant·worth more than $3000
year's show will be limited to tickets for $5.
700, said Susan Metta, proJennifer Waldron, the
The pageant
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ducer of the pageant.
reigning Miss UCF, will be
The UCF pageant serves as assisting Farrel with the
The third annual Miss UCF a preliminary contest for the hosting duties and will relin•What: The third anpageant will be staged in the Miss Florida pageant, and quish her crown to the 1986
nual Miss UCF
Student Center Auditorium can eventually lead to Miss UCF at the end of the
Pageant
Friday evening, with Monica . eligibility for the Miss evening.
•When: Friday night,
Farrel, the reigning Miss America pageant.
The 12 contestants in this
8p.m.
Tickets are available at the year's pageant were chosen
Florida, as master of
Kiosk. On Monday afternoon . on the basis of interview and
cerimonies.
Last year's pageant only ten free student seats talent. Scholastic achievebrought · in an audience over were left for the pageant. ment was not a consideration · The Miss UCF pageant will
award $3,500 in scholarships,
800 people. Seating at this Non-students can purchase in the judging.
by Kelly Ruff

•

.

which is $1,000 more than
last year's event. The winner
will receive $1,250 and the
first runner up will receive
$750.
The contest will be judged
primarily on the basis of
talent. The swimsuit, interview and evening gown competition will account for 12
percent each.
The show begins at 7 p.m.
· For any additional information call Metta at 275-2479.

~ig

family gathers
to mourn our .
departed heroes
by Tim Ball
NEWS EDITOR

•

0

Nearly a thousand solemn students, faculty and
staff gathered around the reflecting pool Wednesday for a memorial service honoring the heroes who ·
died in T4ursday' s loss of the space shuttle
Challenger.
"In the past 24 hours we've all had to deal with a
myriad of emotions from anger, to compassion, to
tears," said Hal Burke of United Campus Ministry.
' 'You have a right to be tearful, '' he said.
And tears there were. Some allowed them to flow.
Others tried to hold back their sorrow for another
time.
Burke tried putting the tragedy into perspective
by pointing out that, ' 'Columbus lost one of his
~hips on his way to America. And Sir Francis
Drake lost his life at sea while exploring."
Talking of the crew of Challenger, Burke said,
"With them a part of us has died. But through us a
part of them lives."
Campus Ministry officials were ''pleasaµtly surprised" at the turnout.
SEE ME~ORIAL, · PAGE 7

PhofO IDavid Bittle

Under the same skies that Challenger once flew in, nearly a thousand students gathered for a .
memoriaJ service twenty four hours after the loss of the space vehicle.

N!ws cli~\f.~1iii'lf!.1"\'iil1'~&t~$1'!1l!rfllt•'~J;;)l#,-,~l!<i\#lllhii!,"*ilill'~"'ttll~"l!!P:i1'1W'l%'i"i!1~<.'kml-\ll4'~~~~li!i$llW~~
• HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The bookstore will be
celebrating its fifth birthday
on Feb. ·7. Free cake will offered to everyone who drops
by on that date.
''We would like to thank
students, faculty and staff
for continued patronizatfon
of our bookstore,'' said the
bookstore staff.

•

• CHILI COOK·OFF
Who makes the hottest
chili in Central Florida?
That question will be
answered Feb. 1 at the first

Chili Cook-Off sponsored by
the Central Florida Zoo in
Sanford.
According to Susan Hamburg, director of public relations and promotions, the
response to the Cook-Off has
been favorable.
"We have 25 entries so far
and we hope to have more
before registration closes
Jan. 31," Hamburg said.
For more information call
the zoo.
· • IN THE RACE
Gov. Bob Graham an-

nounced on Tuesday that he
is a candidate for United
States Senate.
"I am a candidate for the
U.S. Senate," Graham said.
He temporarily suspended
campaign
activities
however, after the explosion
of the space shuttle
Challenger.
• DESIGN CONTEST
Burroughs Corporation
has announced the Second
Burroughs Design Competition for outstanding examples of industrial design

of products that incorporate
co.mputer capability and
technology
in
the
human/machine interface.
The competition is open to
upper level industrial design
students and recent
graduates in North America.
First prize is a cash award
of $10,000 to the designer.
Further information can
be obtained by callin (313)

nected with Air Force ROTC
and the Arnold Air Society
is looking for new members.
Call ·Glenda at 277-9784 for
more information.
•PRO PEACE
PRO-Peace is still looking
for ·college students interested in trekking across
America in a peace march to
the nation's capitol.

451-4468.

• ANGEL FLIGHT
Angel Flight a service
organization at UCF con-

Write PRO-Peace at 8150
Beverly Boulevard, Suite
203, Los Angeles CA 90048
for more information.
~'\"')

·4, The Central Florida

Future, January 30, 1986

As a Peace Corps·volunteer, you can help developing countrie ·
develop the minds they need to join the technological revolution .
The Peace Corps needs teachers with math or science degrees. For
further information, call toll-free 800A24-8580. And put y~)Ur
experience ro work where it can do a world of good.

THE FIVE PRIMARY
CAUSES OF HAPPY
HOURS AT

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM .
4:00 TO CLOSE.
2. D.J. EVERY NIGHT FROM 9:00
TO CLOSE.
3. GOOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.
4. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.
5. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT · CHAZ MIKELL
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY FROM 9:00 TO CLOSE

"Up With People" will be bringing their upbeat musical style to UCF in February.

'Up With People' bringing
message of hope to UCF
V~ronica Edwards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by

Peace and war, love and hate all made up
the blurred scenario many young adults saw
during the 1960s. Streets were filled with people crying "peace and equality" while great
leaders fell dead by assassins' bullets.
Amid this time of turmoil, people looked
for ways to clear the picture which young
people saw.
"Up With People" was established in the
mid-sixties to take on · that task. The

organization was founded by J. Blanton Belk,
whose aim was to help young people obtain
an understanding of the world· and discover
their own potential.
Si:Q.ce its inception, the cast has travelled to
over 6,500 cities in 40 countries promoting
such understanding. The group provides
young people ages 18 to 25 the opportunity
to focus their eyes· toward a more "positive
way," Up With People recruiter Cindy
Munoz said.
Up With People is comprised of five casts,
each consisting of about 120 to 135 members.

•

HOURS
MON.
11 A.M. - 10 P.M.
TUES.-SAT. 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN.

Noon - 6 P.M.

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S

•

898-6041

SEE PEOPLE, PAGE 7

•

G~:\
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BILLS:

i
~
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STUDENT SENATE REPORT·

...

MEASURES Ir.. COMMITTEE

mains in EA)
18-02 Creating Three Student Government Scholarships (Remains in OAF-Tabled)
18-13 Funding of Advertisement for Engineering Day
RESOLUTIONS:
18-07 Concerning Proficiency of Communications Skills for UCF Instructors and
Teaching Assistants (Remains in SP)
18-08 Requesting an Equal Opportunity for Students Who have Added a Class to
Make Up Work Presented Before They Entered the Class (Remains in SP)
18-09 To Provide Equal Access for Clubs and Organizations to the Orientation
Process (Remains in SP)
18-1 O To Establish a Second Parking Appeals Committee and to Increase Student Membership (Remains in SP)

UR
OAF
TCO
ASF

Place
SC 211
SC 211
SWR
SWR
SC211
SC214

Students are invited to attend 911 ~enote .
meetings and may address the Senate each
week on issues pertaining to student life.
Thrusday 3:00 EN 260

...,
DID YOU KNOW THAT:

Travel and C&O funds are available for clubs for the following:
1. Conference registration
2. Office ~upplies
3. On-campus advertising
Forms can be picked up at the SG Main Desk

•

SENATE COMMITTEE DESCRIPTIONS:

NEW COMMITIEE MEETING TIMES
Time
4-5
1-2
4-5
10-11
5-6
4-5

•

SENATE MEETINGS

18-01 Amending SG Statutes: Title VI-The Elections Statutes-Total Revision (Re-

Committee
Ser.
E and A

•

Day
Tues.
Thur.
Mon. ·
Mon.
Tues.
Wed

TCO -Reviews requests for conference registration, office supplies and ad~ertising
OAF -Reviews Finance Statutes and legislation involving money
S/P -Reviews legislation relating to student services or publicity
EA -Reviews Statutes and interviews Presidential appointments
UR -Reviews Statutes, and Rules and Procedures
ASF -Is a joint Senate/Executive committee that mqkes a budget recommendation
to the Senate
·

TO THE STUDENT:
If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report or any legislation, please feel free to stop by the Senate Work Room
(SC 217)

•
•

•

January 28, 1986 Student Senate Meeting Records
t;

Geneva Craven
Donna Caccioppo
Ted Young
Cynthia Schmidt
Greg Neff
Kelly Young
Vickie Westmark

y

~

~

A

A

p

p
A
A
p
p

p
p
p
A

p
p

ti

John Morrison
Linda Huelsman
Carl 'Neidhart
Dennis Lasley
Michael Woodruff
Mike Ptacek
William Dietz

~
p
p
p
p
A
p
p

......,

p
p
p
p
A

p
p

'

c,~

Ab-abstain Y-yes N-no P-present (roll call) Pr-"present" vote A-absent (roll call)

~

~

~ ~

~
~
Jimmy Straehla
Diane Armillotti
Chris Styles
Vincent Vazquez
Ross Brown
Frank Ladd
Bryan Puch

A

A

A

A
p

p

p
p

p
p
p

A

A

p

Senators with Fall '85
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Sen. Schmitt
Sen. Tarantino
Sen. Blake
Sen. Niedhart
Sen. Straehla
Pro Tem Dietz

•
•
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Campus calendar for February 1986
1
• Men's basketball vs. Campbell - UCF gym,
8 p.m.
• Women's basketball vs. Georgia State Atlanta, GA, 7:30 p.m.
• College of Extended Studies - Engineering
tutoring, 275-2121
·
• GRE exam - EN building, 8 a.m., 275-2811

7
•Wrestling vs. Tennessee - Chattanooga
• Registration deadline for CLAST - Counseling and Testing Center, 275-2811
• Triple Trouble movies - "Mad Max," "The
Road Warrior," and "Beyond Thunderdome,"
EN AUD, 7 p.m., 9 p.m., 11 p.m., 275-2611
• UCF Community Orchestra Concert - Congregation of Liberal Judaism, Orlando, 7:30
p.m., 275-2869

2

• Leisure classes begin - aerobics, jazz,
dance, photography, self defense, scuba,
275-2611

10
• GRE review - Winter Park High School, Sl 25,
through March 31, 275-2123

3

•
•

• Men's basketball vs. Howard - UCF gym, 8
p.m.
•Women's basketball vs. Florida A&M - UCF
gym, 7:30 p.m.
• Bachelor of fine arts degree candidate exhibition - UCF Art Gallery, HFA. 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m. M-F, through Feb. 28, 275-2676
• AIDS conference-"A Caring Challenge" SCA, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., 275-2744
• "Weight Watchers Quick Start Plus
Program" - open house and registration, HRC,
noon to 1 p.m., X3848
• "Sexuality Awareness" - HRC, 4-5 p.m.,
X3848

4
• College of Extended Studies offers Efficiency Purchasing-MAT MGMT - Daytona Beach
Campus, 5225 through April 8, 275-2123

6
•Men's basketball vs. South Florida- Tampa,
7:30 p.m.
• "Studio E, experimental work by student
directors, designers and performers" - UT, $4,
8 p.m. through Feb. 8, 275-2861
• College of Extended Studies offers Efficiency Purchasing-MAT MGMT - UCF, $225
through April 10, 275-2123
• "Feeling Good" w/Dr. Don Ardell - the Commons, 6:30-8:30 p.m., X3848

..

11
• Women's basketball vs. Stetson - Deland, 5
p.m.
• College of Extended Studies offers Efficiency Purchasing-MAT MGMT - North Brevard
Campus - $225 through April 15, 275-2123

5

.I
17
• Men's basketball vs. Bethune-Cookman UCF gym, 8 p.m.
• Women's basketball vs. South Carolina Columbia, SC, 5 p.m.
• College of Extended Studies offers
"Prevention of Alcohol and Drug Dependency" - Las Palmas Hotel, though Feb. 19,
275-2123
•College of Extended Studies IFE Leadership
- UCF, through Feb. 20, 275-2123
• "Sexuality Awareness" - HRC, 4-5 p.m.,
X3846

18
• "Stop Smoking Clinic" - HRC, noon to 1 p.m.,
X3848

gym, 7:30 p.m.
• Dungeons and Dragons Tournament Roleploying Clue, 9 cim.-9 p.m., Sl, 275-2611

23
• Movie-"Body Double" - EN AUD, 8':30 p.m.,
275-2611

25
• Men's basketball vs. Mercer - Macon, GA,
p.m.
• Women's basketball vs. Mercer - macon
GA, 5 p.m.
• "Champ Talk" w/Dr. John Langdon - HRC,
7:30-9:30 p.m., X3848
• Entries due for softball league - RS 101,
275-2408
.
7~30

20

• Men's basketball vs. The Citadel 26
Charelston, SC, 7:30 p.m.
• College of Extended Studies-High Tech
• Women's basketball vs. Georgia State World Marketing Opportunities - Radisson
UCF gym, 7:30 p.m.
Plaza, 5150; through Feb. 27, 275-2123
12
• College of Extended Studles-14 hour
• "Champ Talk" w/Dr. John Langdon, HRC,
• Racquetball singles tournament sign-up - classroom - Valencia Community College
noon to 1 p.m., X3848
RS 101, 275-2408
West Campus, 5150, through Feb. 22,
• Entries due for Racquetball Doubles Tour275-2123
nament - RS 101, 275-2408
• College of Extended Studles-3 hour law
core - VCC East Campus, 530, 275-2123
13
• "Successfully Working With People" - Orlan- • "Feellng Good" w/Dr. Don Ardell - the Comdo Chamber of Commerce, $145/$125, mons, 6:30-6:30 p.m., X3848
28
275-2123
• Wrestling - NCAA Eastern Regionals, Kitz• College of Extended Studies offers Efficientown, PA, through March 1
/
cy Purchasing-MAT MGMT - South Brevard 21
• "Champ Talk" w/Dr. John Langc:ton, HRC,
Campus, 5225 through Aprll 17, 275-2123
• Wrestling vs. Georgia Tech - UCF gym, 7
ooon to 1 p.m., X3848
_
• Career Service Staff Councll meeting - p.m.
• Last day to withdraw from o class or the
Registrar's Conference Room, 9:30 a.m.
• College of Extended Studies-Technical
university
Writing Conference - UCF, $60, 275-2123
• Movies-"Dead Zone," "The Cat's Eye," and
• Disc Golf Tournament for Women - sign up
14
"The Shining" - EN AUD, 7.p.m., 9 p.m. 11 p.m.,
?75-2611 ~
• Wrestling vs. Stetson - UCF gym, 7 p.m.
in RS 101, 275-2408
• Movle-"Body Double" - EN AUD, 8:30 p.m., ·
275-2611
Building key:
15
E~ AUD
Engineering Auditorium
• Men's basketball vs. Stetson - UCF gym, 8
HFA
Humanities and Fine Arts
p.m.
HRC
Health Resources Center
• Women's basketball vs. Georgia Southern, 22
RS·
Recreational Services
Statesboro, 5 p.m.
• Men's basketball vs. Baptist - Charleston,
SCA
Student Center Auditorium
•International Student Association's Cultural SC, 7:30 p.m.
UT
University Theater
Evening - SCA, 7 o.m .. 275-2611
• Women's basketball vs. Florida A&M - UCF

Open 24 hours

-en

The

DONUT MAKER

•

Invites

ucF·
4
0

v
A
R
I

E
T
I

E

Students and Personnel
to a Coffee and Donut Break
There's no better place than
the

Donut Make·r
to
enjoy fresh dDnuts and coffee

F
R

While you study or just relax

E

s

s

H

--------- COUPON ---------

SPECIAL OFFER

ONE FREE DONU
Discounts for large orders

Pho~e:

275-1060

Limit one coupon per visit

Drive thru Window

0
0
.1:
z
(i)
-- ·
...............................

~~
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The
leader
of
the

pack.

,,
•
photo by Adam Chrzan

UCF Lady Knights vs. Florida A&M
-1n the UCF Gym ·
Monday Night
Tip-Off at 7:30 p.m.
FREE admission for ·students with UCF l.D.

The Central Florida Future, January 30, 1986,
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ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

FROM PAGE 4
Cast 'A' is to perform in Orlando on Feb.
14-15 at the Tupperware Convention Center
at 8 p.m.
The group will also appear at UCF on the
Green Feb. 12 at 1 p.m.
"It's a cultural experience... there are a lot
of misconceptions about different cultures
such as Indians, blacks, Hispanics and
others. We want to help.build a positive attitude," Munoz said.
Up With People "encourages communication between cultures and countries,'' she added.

Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 PM
•
•

•

Sun. Masses
8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon
Masters Choir Rehersal
W~dnesday 7:39
1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841

MEMORIAL
FROM.PAGE 3

WELCOME

"People get onto college students saying they only care for themselves but I didn't see that at all today," Burke said.
Ashmun Brown, university attorney, said the
service was ''touching'' and had comments on the
common unity of the people present.
"The thing I really felt was the coalescing of the
academic community," Brown said.

•
•
•

"I really like it. It's a learning experience.
We've performed in cities as small as Farm·
ington, New Mexico and cities as large as
Denver, Colorado."
The group will be performig a new show
called "Beat of the Future" -a look at the
year 2000.
While traveling, the cast members live in
the homes of host families in the cities they
visit.
Anyone desiring to be a host for a the cast,
or wishing to join Up With People should
contact Munoz at 649-5073.
Atlantic Bank is sponsoring the Orlando
· performance.
Tickets for the show can _be purchased at
Select-A-Seat outlets; $7 for students, $8 for
adults.

PEOPLE

•

7

Main Street Electrical
Parade Auditions
Be sure you use the correct Tax Table.
Use your tax package.

Walt Disney World Co. has positions available for
the "Main Street Electrical Parade" during the
Easter and Summer season.
The audition will be held at the Orlando Expo
Centre (across from the Bob Carr Auditorium) on
Saturday, February 1, 1986 at 9:00 a.m. Participants must be 16 years or older and physically
fit. No previous singing or dancing experience is
necessary. Bring your Social Security card,
verification of your age... and your very best smile.

A public service message from the IRS

Christa McAuliffe, the school teacher who was
aboard the ill-fated mission, was remembered with
special words by Burke:
"Christa's motto was 'Reach for the stars.' So
she did, and so should we.''

SESSUMS

Woodsy Owl says
Stash Your Trash

FROM PAGE 3

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Speaker of the Florida House
of Representatives.
Sessums is a past member
of the Florida Board of
Regents, State University
System. He is married and
has three children .

Forest Service,

U.S.D.A. ril
•

ENJOY A McD.L.T.™ MEAL DEAL
AT THE
McDONALD'S® OF UNION PARK

•

McDonald's® knows that as a
college student you're probably
having to live within a budget.
We'd like to help you get the most
C
10r your money.
So take advant~rie of the valuable
•l..Ui;
.
..
coupon and enJOY a McD LT ~ meal
'
aid
deal from McDon s.
1 1

:f~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~-~-----~-~~\
Free McD.L:f.'"with the .
.
II
'"'1rn1u,11211 ..r1""'

II purchase of a large order of french fries

IT'S A II
GOOD TIME
11 and a medium size soft drink.
II ~~~s:?!r~~s0~~~~~r:e~~~yii~s
~~ -: ~ -=-~·'
FOR THE II
11 and a medium size soft drink ( ;
·,'lr, ~,. l GREAT TASTE'" 11

II

11

II
II
ll

1

andyou'llgetaMcD.L.r.' \andwich free. Limit one coupon per
custome1: per \'isit. Pleas.e prese1:t co_upon when or~~nn~. Not
\'ahd with any other ofte1:
V·l·u
1 1/30/86 ')/5/86
cl
-~

1'
4
'
:
.t
\,
.
~,/
I -.~~~~~
~

,~-.~·· . J~~I
1
. ~; .~{Q:q~:~!.,:~·.~:.~ _;.:Nil!.lf

j\

i

~~

II

m

1

·

.
.

I

•

•

Gootl only at

•

Mcl>on<~ltl~' of Un~<rn Park
1041JE. H1ghway50

Union Park. FL 32817

II

II
II

II

JI
.

~----------------•----------_,
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NOT JUST AN INFORMATION CENTERIH

r

T1cKETs

I

East-West .
Expressway

I

I

Magic kingdom
$18.50 Adult
$16.00 Children
Epcot

25for$5
TOKENS

.

1

'

Church Street Station $3. 75

l

Celebrity Dinner Theater $17.00

1

Sea
World

I

General Cinema.
•Fashion Square
•Altamonte Mall
• Parkwood Plaza
•Seminole Plaza

'

$12.00

·ausch Gardens $13.00

I

I

21st
Century

Wet-n-Wild $8.50

Eastern Federal
•conway
'Northgate
•orange Blossom

I

All tickets $2.75

Once Upon a Stage $15.50

Theater

•

2for1

•
•

/

\

I

:

\

I

I

I
'

I
I

I

Knight Times

Lost-n-found

General Information

UCF Phone Directories

20 % Discount Bob Carr Theatre
. 50% Discount Rosie's Membership cards

I

\

I Monthly Calenders

\
\
\
\
\
\
\

I'

UCF Theatre tickets

\
\
\

General Fliers-Leisure Classes

10 ~ Discount Film Processing

'

'

PAC Calender

Video Tutor's available for Rental

I

Hours: Monday--Thursday

9:00-9:00
Friday 9:00;.7:30

\
l

•

•

~~

•

I
I
i

•

I

(This sign not really here... )

•

•

L .•. ,..

c.... --... . . . . . . .
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Farewell to Challenger ...
On Tuesday as I was walking from class I glanced upward and saw a sky filled with the familiar
white smoke that signifies a shuttle launch.
Being a native Floridian, the launch only held
minimal interest, but I stopped to watch anyway.
I'm an expert on shuttle launches. I come from
Titusville where the shuttle is now just something
that wakes you up in the morning. Needless to say,
I noticed something was wrong.
My reaction? I laughed. It just seemed so funny
that the boosters were going their own seperate
ways. Shuttles malfunction but they don't blow up!
I saw debris falling but iny mind refused to register
the fact. I figured the solid boosters had ejected
early.
I walked to the Future office, mildly interested in
what had happened. I was not worried. Shuttles
. don't blow up.
The radio was on and the first thing I heard was
that the Challenger had apparently done the impossible-it had blown up.
My legs were suddenly weak, a sensation I'm
sure I had no monopoly on. I couldn't believe it.
l'pi not sure I believe it now. They must be okay,

NASA takes care of everything. I'm from
Titusville and I know shuttles don't blow .up.
I went back to my apartment and watched the
launch on television. The truth fim~lly sunk in. The
shuttle had exploded and the crew was dead.
I tried to call my mom but all of the circuits were
busy. Of course, everyone was calling Titusville.
All you have to do is call a friend in Titusville and
they'll tell you it's all right. They'll tell you that the
shuttle doesn't blow up.
They say these kind of things pull people
together. Now I know why. I felt the need to be
close to someone. I tried to call my girlfriend in
Alabama. No luck. I needed a really big hug. I
think everyone did.
I finally got through to my mom. She had just
finsihed crying. My brother had come home from
work. They cared like I did. It was human. I got a
hug, emotionally anyway.
Now all I can think of is the crew. I begged f9r
this space because I felt I had to say something.
I 'm the· media. I had to say something.
I want somehow to glorify them, but I don't
know how. I want to show them that I do care, that

we all do.
You'll find no news of the Challenger in this
issue. You've been seeing that nonstop for days.
We want you to think of the people, not the facts.
Anyway, this is the best I can do. Goodbye
Challenger, and thank you for trying. We won't
forget.
by Donald Wittekind

... but new challenge remains, to forge ahead despite loss
It did. There's no one to blame.
You've already read thousands of
words on the tragedy that occurred With any endeavor comes a price. It
Tuesday morning. I won't deluge you was just a matter of time.
I think the pain of all this is
with speculation. But, below are some
of my thoughts during the disaster. I especially acute for Central Floriapologize for my lack of eloquence but dians because we saw it. While the
I was understandably distressed (and rest 'of the world watched taped
repla~s of the explosion on their
still am) at the time.
Forgive me if I ramble, but as I televisions, we stood outside our
write this, the radio in our office is homes, offices and schools watching
. telling me about the tragedy that oc- the exhaust trail that was carrying
curreq less than 20 minutes ago in our seven human lives into space blow
away with the· wind.
own Florida skies.
Journalists are supposed to be im- In my distress I cried unto the Lord,
mune to feeling sick when something and he heard me.
-Psalm 121:1
like this happens.
The story: I feel compelled to describe
I'm sorry but I feel sick.
· the genesis of this special issue
This wasn't supposed to happen.

because of the way so many came
together to produce it in such a short
period of time.
At 11:38 a.m. Tuesday, the unthinkable happened. After allowing
ourselves half an hour to be human,
we began discussing what we should
do.
Do we ignore the tragedy in Thursday's issue? No, we decided, this is
undeniably news.
Ok, then we report on the facts of
the tragedy?
We realized that, too, would be
ridiculous. You know all there is to
know about it by now.
The Editorial Board decided instead to create something lest we

forget-in the midst of all the speculation about why it happened-the people who were part of it all. None of
them were unaware of the hazards of
riding aboard still new technology.
May God be with them now.
The result, then, is the paper you
are holding. The space program is
something special to this university.
Many graduates-and students
, too-take the knowledge they acquire
here and put it to work .at the Cape.
To you who do work over there, I
hope this tragedy doesn't deter your
quest to forge ahead witli man's-exploration of the last frontier.
by Timothy Ball
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BEAT TlitE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
GENTLEMAN'S
NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR MEN
BEER BUCKET BONANZA
DRINK LIKE A MAN
50¢ DRAFT BEER

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIG~T
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUl~IES

THURSDAY .
SURPRISE PARTY
ANYTHING

GO~S

CALL FOR
DETAILS

U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.

FRIDAY MIAM.1
VICE PARTY ·
WATCH THE SHOW 0N
WIDE SCREEN T.VJ
CONTESTS, PRIZES
& T-SHIRTS
1

SATU RDAY NIGHT
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

•

•

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
-CHARGE

The First And Only European Vi~eo Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Florida

OFF THE WALL . ,,~~c)
. 4892 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlando, FL 328019

•

(
SSS IMMEDIATE CASHSSS
For coins, stamps or baseball cards
Call Biil 671-5466

Pl BETA PHI
Don't forget to buy your-singing Valentines on
sale next week! Good luck lo all Miss UCF candldatesll

DELTA GAMMA
A great big Dee Gee welcome lo our great
new pledges! Soon-to- be-slslters: Hove a
wonderful Inspiration week! Good luck to all
Miss UCF contestants!

STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION
SPA Is an organization offering indlvfduals
lob oppartunllies, job shadowing experience, and scholar::hlps. Applications for
membership are still belrig accepted and
may be obtained and turned In at the
SPA-bulletin board on the 3rd flcor of Phillips
Hall. For further Information you are Invited to
attend our next meeting which will be held
on February 12, 1986 in the President's Board
Roam (Admln. Bldg.) at 3:00p.m.
LAMIA EPSILON CHI
LEX Invites you lo our bl-monthly meetings every
ls! and 3rd Fri. Anyone Interested In low Is
welcome. Join us in En 121. Guest speakers and
much morel

Need anything typed? Call Jean at 628-2608
and she will do It. Reasonable.

African zebra skins. top Quality, black Ivory,
dramlllc impact, over 10 ft long. Legally culled
by conservation authorities In Botswana. 2 only. 5475.00 and $575.00 each. This Is less
than half the price paid In New York galleries.
Please coll evenings 3656252.
1981 Yamaha 650 special, reconditioned
engine adult owned, 10,000 miles. Windshield, carrier blue with plnslrlplng S750 ONO
HM 8318536 wk 8433636

What every young girl should know before she
weds. Explicit Instructions!! Sent In plain brown
wrapper. Send 57.95 to :DLC Associates; Box
14322 Hartford Cl. 06'114 Allow six to eight
weeks
for
delivery.

Female roommate wanted

Sapphire-Orlando's premier top 40 and rock
and roll band Invites you to a night of partying
and dancing at Townsend's located on
Michigan Ave. Just west of Orange Ave. Fri
night Jon. 31 .at 9:00 pm; don't miss II.

Professional typing letters, term papers,
resumes, reasonable rates, Call Beverly
699-9201.
TYPING...... .Fast, accurate, and reasonable.
657-9015 or 657-9073.
Your neighborhood typing service reparts,
term papers, letters, resumes designed. Work
done on IBM word pro. equip conventienlly
located on Alafayo Tr. call 282-5838.

Jewish student union-sol, Tuesdays, at5:00 CAii
Janet, 568-5409.

EXPERT TYPING: 24 years experience. Full
llme.-Term papers, theses, reparts, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, crammer, punc., and
editing Included. Reasonable. ,Call Bea,
678-1386.
I

to share beautifully furnished
apartment washerfdryer near UCF
$145 a month plus 113 utilities
Phone 282-6058

1981 yamaha 650 speclolk, reconditioned
engine adult owned, 10,000 miles windshield, carrier. Blue with plnstrlplng $750 ono
hm 831-8536 wk 843 3636.

Roommate needed- preferably male lo live In
Chancellor's Row Townhome. Seperale room
and bath, W and D, microwave dishwasher,
pool and tennis courts. One mile from UCF
$195/month plus utilities 277-2389 anytime,

Female roommate. FoxHunl Lanes. Furnished
Townhouse. S165 per month plus 1(4 utilities.
Non-smoker. 1 mile from campus. CAii
351-5656.

UCF area female roommate lo share 2 bdrm 2
bath duplex $225 plus 1/2 utilities per month
658-4010.

UCF AREA- Mature person or couple to share 3
bdrm, 2 bath home wf flrepalce plus spa.
$65/week, 1/2 electroc. 365-9576.

UCF area- Female will share 4 bedroom 3 blh
houde wl!h pool. 300/mo covers all.

UCF martin area student non smoker roommate needed, clean mole 5250 utll Included
please call Barry 281-8039.

Union Park-country living, 3 bdrm 2 blh, and
newly decorated and carpeted, large fenced
yard, 650.00 mlh coll Laurie x 2771.
2 bedroom 2 bath Towmhouse fully furnished
split rent and utilities 3 ways, male 658-1554.

3 bdrm{l blh house for rent 2 people lo share
expenses. $450mo call for info. 281-6937 (furnished or not)

One nonsmoklng, responsible female roomate
needed for new 3/2 duplex off Dean Rd.
Private bath. S250 covers all. Call Melanie at
423-0684, Mon- Fri, 9-5

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair). Also
delinquent tax property. Coll 805-687-6000
ext GH-4628 for information.

UCF area- mature person or couple to share 3
bdrm, 2 bath home w/ fireplace and spa.
$65/week, 1/2 electric. 365-9576.

Is ii true you can buy jeeps for S44 through the
U.S. government? Gel the facts today! Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

Professional resume writing and typesetting
call UNIV resources at 8594006. Resume and
typesetting 540 typesetting only, 520.

TYPING AND SECRETARIAL SERVICE -1604
Semoran Blvd., Apopka. Term papers resumes,
manuscripts, letters, forms designed, statistical .
typing. ~II Elaine at 886-4114 or 886-6969,.
Students needed to clean homes, we'll work
around your schedule. Please call 699-1636.

Summer and Career Jobs Avallalbe
Resort Hotels, cruise liners and amusement
parks are now accepting applications for
employment! T~ recleve ar:i application and
Information, Write; Tourism Information Services
P.O. Box 7411 Hilton head Island, SC 29928
J.R. Joke's Pub is now hl~lng waitresses. No experience Is necessary. Flexible Hours. S5.00
per h?ur and up. Call Joyce after 3pm for on
appointment. 677-4169.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. Sl5,000-S50,000 I yr.
possible. All occupatlons. Coll 805-687-6000
ext. 4628 for information.

UCF area female roommate lo share 2 bdrm 2
bth duplex 5225 plus 1(2 utilities per month
658-4010.

Typing qualltyfreasonable/ exper. all sub). 1 mlUCF. 365-6874 otter 6pm-before Barn.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS Free
pregnancy test, low cost birth control. Morning
After Treatment. Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach I to health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER 1 blk. south of Colonial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll free
1-800-432-8517.
$5 off with this ad.
Crisis Pregnancy" Center
Free pregnancy test: Confidential, individual
counseling. IN WP 1405 W. Fairbanks; One block
west of 17-92. Mon-Sat Coll 647-1477. We can
help YO~ _ _
·a . . '. .,,__

Typist. 20 years experience, particularly theses
and d issertations. Susie 647-4451 after 6. Work
close to UCF for drop off and pick-up.
Word Processing and Editing. Professional writer
. and former Engllsh{Business teacher.
Reasonable rotes. Call Jan 855-4077

, FREE PREGNANCY TE~TS
BIRTH CONTROL

a(8..
r Y!:OC
·1()1 . .
C::lrrnc

Total Secretarial Services. Term papers,
resumes, reports, etc. Nothing to big or to
small. Fasl accurate service at affordable fees.
657-0705.

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK
TYPING- WORD PROCESSING: Correct, neat,
satisfaction, assured by experienced professional. 678-0241

628-0405
TOLL FREE 800-432-5249

Typing QUALITY; Term papers, Thesis, Dael.,
Medical, Legal, Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. 1 ml from campus. Marti
365-6874.

Typing and secretarial services in my home
reasonable rates pick ,u p and delivery call
Ruth Richards 894-7169.

The Third Annual

Miss .UCF Pageant
The official

Preliminary

Jenni{er ·waldro.n
Miss UCF 1985

STUDENT CENTE~ AUDITORIUM
January 31
Tickets: Students-Freel

Non students--·ss.oo

1:oop.m.

Tickets Are AvailabJe At The Kiosk

Limited Number of Seats Available!
SEMI-FORMAL AT''rIRE
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UCF Knights vs. Campbell
Saturday Night ·
UCF Knights vs. Howard
Monday Night
Tip-Off at 7:30
In the UCF c;~~.-m
FREE admission for students with UCF l.D.
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Have your Social
Security or other
Government. payments
sent straight to
wherever you have
your checking or
savings accou nt.

. ---------•!
WA XTR
EE
Tapes

Records &

Ic

NeW & USed ReCOTdS
Tapes _ CDs
Rock New Wave
JAZZ Sau/
'f TAK£
TRAD£- IN
677-8897
(Open Mon-Sat Noon-8 pmJ
3090 Aloma Ave
Semoran Plaza
Corner 436 & Aloma

"Sweetness" finally gets his ring
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.
The Chicago Bears won the ·
Super Bowl--yippie!
Since 1963, when the Bears
won their previous NFL
championship, the city of
Chicago and I have endured
losing sports franchises with
only vain hopes of capturing
some championship or
another. The only claim to
fame the city has made in
those in-between years of the
Bear's championships has
come from the Chicago Sting
with their two outdoor soccer
championships and one indoor championship.
When the 1984 Cubs choked the pennant to the Padres,
I felt like kicking my family's
T.V. in.
All football season long, I,
along with people all over the_

1

'~~~~~~~~---·~-~-~~~U~.S~.~A~.~m~ar~v~e=le=d~a:t~t=he:fr:=id=g=e,

the punk quarterback, and
the Super Bowl Shuffle. Now
that the moment has finally
come--the Bears 46, the Patsies 10--the thrill is gone. All
that hype and for what, I
wonder.
·
I started to feel this way at ·
half time when the Bears had
established a 20 point lead,
and my feeling was confirmed
when I saw Walter Payton
walking around th~ Super
Dome's football field as if he
had just attended a funeral.
Why didn't Payton butt
heads with Jim McMahan or
high five with William Perry?
The thrill was gone.
For years Payton carried a
losing team and gave that
team the only hope that they
had. He wanted to lead a
desperate team and city to a
championship.
But these Super Bowl
champion Bears are no
desperate team. Most runn-

.(ientle 'Dental

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
for ALL OF US

SCOTT EBNER D.D.S.
4063 N. GOLDENROD RD.
(off University Blvd.,
opposite K-Mart)

•

677·8888

United way
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ing backs would be glad to
start for a championship team
and contribute 61 yards to
the attack, but that wasn't
enough for Payton as he no
doubt wanted to be the key
leader in the attack for the
Bears.
.
The Bears of old had no one
else to depend on. But the
new Bears had a lot more gC'·
ing for them than just Walter
Payton. Sunday they went
with just about everything
except Payton.
Twice in the game the new
Bears could have gone for
touchdowns with the man
that symbolizes the old
Bears, but twice the new
Bears went for touchdowns
with men that. represent the
new generation of Bears. One
of them is a fat man, and the
other is a crazy man.
Payton ~d have one chance
to score a touchdown on a
poorly thrown pass. If he had

caught it, no · one could have
stop~d him from strutting into the endzone. If Payton had
been just a tad bit younger,
might he have been able to
catch that ball?
Perhaps Payton did,attend
a funeral. The old Bears are
dead and long live the new
Bears.

PATZ

Swilley' s previous record to
rest .
Although senior Kristy
Burns has occupied the
spotlight most of the 85-86
season with 24.3 ppg, Sus.a n
has held her own. She is now
second in scoring with 16.1
ppg and leads the team in rebounds with 6.5 per-game.
What is in store for Susan
after college? She is currently
working in a directed practice
at Columbia Elementary
School where she teaches a
sixth grade class. She hopes
to stay in the Orlando area
and teach at the elementary
level.

FROM PAGE 14
ly eight points.''
This season, with her college career coming to an end,
Susan is putting the final
touches on her record with the
Lady Knights. Under first
year
Susan coach
set herNancy
second Little,
career
record.
In a January game against
Virginia Commonwealth she
pulled down her 596th rebound and ,set Marcie

Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z·Hills

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall

* Static Line Program

* Tandem Jumping

* Best Facilities in Florida
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
- - Call or Write for our 1;3rochure

_Zephyrhills Parachute Center, P.O. Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813)788·5591 . ,

BAPTIST
FROM PAGE 16
Roberson then led the offense
downcourt and charged into
the Buc's defense. Roberson
then went to line to shoot for
two. He made both and closed
the gap to two, 68-66.
Lady Luck then ran out for
the Knights. The Buc's took
control of the game as they

FAMU
FROM PAGE 16
- - - - - - - - - - .,.
Cynthia Lee, a five-foot-ten
senior forward, is the leading
scorer for F AMU (2-2, 8-8).
She is averaging 14.9 ppg and
5.8 rpg.

The old Bears could never
have won the Super Bowl, but .
Payton survived them and ·
helped make the new Bears
able to gradually develop into
a champion.
All Payton could ·think
about during the Bears locker
room celebration was playing
in three more seasons and
putting up 18,000 yards of
rushing onto the record
books. I hope that th~ 31 going on 32 year old legs of
Walter Payton can set that
mark with the newer legs of
the Chicago Bears.

did early in the first ten
minutes and dominated
everything from the boards to
scoring eight po~nts to UCF's
one.
Baptist College shot an
outstanding 63 percent from
the field, while UCF shot 55
percent. The Buc's victory
over the Knights added to
their current string of victories, eight out of the last
nine games.
Also on Monday night, the
Lady Knights will play
against FAMU's Myrick
sisters. Gail Myrick, a sixfoot junior forward is scoring
at a SA ppg clip, while Esther
Myrick, a six-foot-two center,
is averaging 10.2 ppg and 7.7
rpg.
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TANNING SALON
Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems
•
•
•
•

Keep a· Dark. Rkh Tan All Y1:1ar
Cl«:>an. Sa f«:> . No Hurning
PrivalP Hooms and \tlusic
Stop & t•xperi«:>nn· our :\(•w
A Cl l- \1ASSA(iE Tablt•. lst \·isi t FHl-:1 ·

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113
East of E. W. Expy. & W. of Alafaya

282-6042

Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!

I

Where The Sun Always Shines!

I

..
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I
I
I

I

5 SESSIONS
FOR qNLY

24 95

10% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF l.D.
Exp. 2-13-86

-

r------------~----~
FREE TANNING
SESSION
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Cucci leads by example
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

·The wrestling team at UCF is on its way
out, and coach Pat Cucci will.be out with it.
Pat Cucci came to UCF three years ago to
coach wrestling and take over a program that
in his own words, "floundered."
The year before Cucci took on the program,
the Knights had three wins, 10 losses and one
tia

1

Aciam Chrzan 'Central Florida ~uture

Sue Patz has broken many Lady Knights records during her
UCF career.

Knights' Paiz has
a unique hobby
by Stefan Keller
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

(

7 -

Susan Patz found a hobby
at UCF.
A hobby she enjoys and is
good at.
The six-foot-one education
major has made a hobby out
of breaking the Lady
Knights' all-time basketball
records.
In over lQO games with the
Knights, Susan Patz has
scored more points and pulled
down more rebounds than
any other player in the team's
history.
Susan, now a senior, came
to UCF in 1982 from Boone
High School here in Orlando.
At Boone she was a star attraction. In her senior year
there she averaged 25 ppg
and was recognized as an AllMetro, All-Conference and
All-State player.
She received many awards
throughout high school including the national Wade
Medal for totaling more than
1000 points and being voted
the Lady Brave MVP twice.
The jump from high school
basketball to collegiate competition was rocky for Susan.
''I was really' scared,'' she
said thinking back. But with
the help of coach Joe' Sanchez
she quickly overcame her
fears. "He gave me a lot of
positive support and let me
get into the game." she said.
In her first season here she
averaged seven ppg and 3.6
rpg as the 25-5 Knights
recorded their second 20 win

season under Sanchez. Her
first season performance was
just a taste of what the
freshman forward could do.
By her sophmore year she
was a starter averaging 15.7
ppg and six rpg. Susan was a
close second behind NCAA
Division II All-American
Dorine VanTongeren who led
the 23-7 Knights that season
with 16.3 ppg.
It .was also in her second
season that Susan set the
first in a long line of team
records. Early in the season,
against Harvard, she racked
up 37 points to lead the
Knights to a 100-63 victory.
It was the most points any
Lady Knight ever scored in a
single game.
With the loss of VanTongeren and six other letterwinners, the Kni'g hts were in
dire need of some strong
players for the ·84-85 season.
Susan fit the bill.
During the 84-85 season she
led the team in scoring U6.3
ppg), in rebounds (6.5 rpg)
and in blocks with 23. It was
during that 20-10 season that
Susan recorded her first ·
career record. But it did not
come easily.
Late in the season she
broke the all-time scoring
record - or thought she did.
Her celebrations were cut
short when she was informed
a mathematical error had
been found and she was still
eight points shy of the record.
''It was really sort of funny,''
she said. "After all it was onSEE PATZ, PAGE 13

·

·

In Cucci's first year, he coached the wrestling team to an improved 7-7 season record
and coached two of the Knight's wrestlers,
Trent Smith and Russ Schenk, to AllAmerican honors. In Cucci's sec<;>nd year,
UCF moved up to Division I and had a winning 8-7 mark.
In this, the third year of Cucci 's tenure at
UCF (with an even lower budget to work with
than in his first two years) the Knights are
5-5 and have four All-American candidates.
Smith, now a senior, and Schenk, · now a
junior, are hopefuls to receive All-American
while senior Mike Bouchard and junior I?aul
Neuner add to that All-American list.
Cucci came to UCF with a rich background
of wrestling in his blood. His father wrestled
. at Iowa State Teachers College. However, it
was his oldest brother, Anthony, that got
Cucci interested in wrestling in ~he first
place. When Anthony started wrestling in
high school, Pat followed in his brother's
footsteps by starting out at an even younger
age at 11.

Wrestling coach Pat Cucci is a dedicated
individual.

By the time that Cucci got to be a senior at
Southeast Bradenton High school of Florida,
he had become that school's first State champion in wrestling at the 150 pound weight
class. Cucci is still the only state champ that
his almamater has produced. The closest to
matching that feat at Cocci's old school was
Mike Bouchard, UCF's 150 pound AllAmerica hopeful, who took second at the
state high school championships.

The latest event that Cucci has set up is an
· international level dual meet between · a
U.S.A. national team and a Mongolian national team. Cucci and two of his wrestlers,
Patil Neuner and Russ Schenk, were all sanctl.oned to participate at the event by a na. tional governing · organization on amateur
wrestling. Cucci is hoping that the March
31st event can raise as much as $10,000 for
the wres~ling program.

From Southeast High, Cucci moved on to
Appalachian State University where he was
offered a full ride scholarship. By Cucci 's
sophomore year, he had built up a reputation
as a possible 1984 Olympic wrestler, but a
knee injury ended speculation of greatness
and a national championship for Cucci.
Cucci remained on at App. St. assisting the
head coach Paul Mance as he persued a
Physical Education degree.

Cucci has expressed that UCF's commitment to building a strong football program
has gotten in the way of the wrestling program. "It's the inequity that I can't see as
justifiable. It's a sense of discrimination
when you show favortism fQr one sport over
another,'' said Cucci.

In 1983, UCF was in search of a new wrestling coach, and Paul·Mance recomended Cucci
for the job. Mance recently said of Cucci,
"For what little money he has gotten for the
program, he's done an outstanding job."
Cucci has set up numerous events at UCF
in an effort to generate both interest and
finances in hopes of saving the wrestling program. Last summer, Cucci arranged for a
1984 Olympic wrestling gold medalist, Randi
Louis, to host a summer camp for wrestling
at the UCF gym.

Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Future

McDowell said that if Pat Cucci can raise
$10,000 at· the Mongolian dual meet then
wrestling would be kept around for at least
another year.
Cucci summed up his feelings about the
wrestling program at UCF, "Money would be
the answer, but its not the critical issue. People have to get involved, but people are taking an apathetic attitude with a lot of things.
It's not just athletics; its the whole campus
life ... The program is not willing to grow with
the same pace as myself, and a coach has got
to grow with the program ... I'm not gaining a
lot from the program anymore.''

1986 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
DATE

OPPONENT

SITE

LAST YEAR

Sept. 6

Bethune-Cookman

Home

Won 39-37

Sept. 13

West Georgia

Home

Did not play

Sept. 20

Valdosta State

Home

Did not play

Sept. 27

Savannah State

Away

Won 31-7

Oct.4

Murray State

Home

Did not play

Oct. 11

Wichita State

Away

Did not play

Oct. 18

Eastern Kentucky

Away

Lost 28-21

Oct. 25

Wofford

Home

Did not play

Nov. l

VMI

Away

Did not play

Nov. 8

Georgia Southern

Home

Lost 35-18

Nov. 22

Samford

Home

Won 35-14

'(
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Baptist keeps Knights_at bay
ppg this

by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Donna Lindsey Central Florido Future

Surrounded by Buccaneers, Tony Marini watches the ball go through
the hoop.

Although the men's basketball
team appeared to have a comeback in
their grasp, the Knights let Baptist
College pull together and defeat them
76-67.
A meager home crowd c~ 267 watched as the Knights (3-15) fell at yet
another team's hightops in defeat. It
was a sour loss for UCF head coach
Phil Carter, he coached at Baptist
College from 1980-1983. _
As the first half got under way it
seemed as if UCF would never catch
the quick Bucs and their 19 point
l~ad, but the Knights pulled
themselves together and worked to
decrease the deficit to 11, 40-29, by
the end of the first half.
Cummings Jacobs who scored 16
points in.the first half, and 19 overall,
was a large factor in the Knight's
desperation comeback. Jacobs broke
the ten point barrer when he sunk two
foul shots with less then a minute to
play in the first half, bringing the
score to 36-27. Jacobs has averaged
9.2 ppg and has pulled down 4.2 rpg.
The Knights came out in the second
half and slowly chipped into the Buc's
lead. By the middle of the second
period, UCF had Baptist putting
back in their key players when the
Knights pulled within just five
points.
UCF guard Pat Crocklin, who has
been in dou~l~ figures averaging 10.9

season, threw in seven points
for the Knights in a period of four
minutes. Crocklin had 12 points and
three rebounds against the Bucs.
Baptist College, though, pulled the
ace out of their sleeve with guard Ben
Hinson hitting for ten points during a
span of around four minutes. Hinson
was the game high scorer with 30
points, almost four times as much as
any other player on the Buc's team.
Baptist felt a little more at ease
although they still had another eight
minutes left to play.
But the fiesty Knights were not
about to give up such a hard fought
battle. UCF rebounded and once
again came back with a grasp of
energy toward a victory with just a
few minutes remaining.
Sam Alexander, who has averaged
9.6 ppg and 4.6 rpg this season,
helped bring the Knights as close to a
win as they would come. Alexander
went up with a shot, made it, and was
fouled on the play. The three point
play by Alexander upped UCF to
within four, 68-64. Alexander scored
13 points against Baptist.
Faronte Roberson, UCF' s point
guard, drew ·one of the most important plays of the game. Roberson,
along with a tight defense, kept the
Baptist offense in neutral forcing
guard Tony Fairley to turnover the
ball by cause of the five second rule.
SEE BAPTIST, PAGE 13

Lady Knights

Men stay

on.road for 2

at home

by Chris Richcreek

by Scott Wallin

SPORTS EDITOR

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights will run into two of the
best teams in the NSWAC in the next four
days. Both F AMU and Georgia State, picked
to finish 1-2 in the conference, will provide a
challenge for UCF. The Knithts are currently
riding the crest of a seven game winning
streak. UCF is 9-7 overall and are on top of
.
the conference with a 1-0 record.
The Knights will play at Georgia State
Saturday night. GSU (2-1 in conference, 8-10
overall) is led by Marianne Upton, who is
scoring at a 12.4 clip. The six-foot senior forward is also pulling down 8. 7 rebounds a
game.
Traci Cheek, a five foot eleven guard, is
also scoring 12.4 ppg. Playing center for the
Lady Panthers is Safiyah Farrakhan (9. 7
ppg, 7.3 rpg.)
The most improved player in the past few
weeks has bee~ Vickie Grant. · Grant, a sixfoot-four junior center, is averaging only 8.2
ppg. However, she is pulling down 9.3 rebounds a game, one of the top marks in the
NSWAC. Grant gives the Lady Panthers a
second center in the lineup, and her reboun-·
ding ability will give problems to the boardpoor Lady Knights.
Grant recently led GSU to a 64-61 victory
over FAMU in Atlanta by scoring 18 points
and pulling down 15 rebounds.
Last year, the Lady Knights lost to GSU,
82-75, in the opening round of the Georgia
Tech Invitational Tournament. In that game,
UCF's Sue Patz had 24 points and 13 rebounds. GSU also beat UCF in the opening
round of the Southern Invitational Tournament last year, 100-90.
SEE FAMU, PAGE 13

Donna Lindsey Cenlro l Florido future

Chris Wallen scoots past the Baptist defender and heads for the
Knights basket. Wollen scored nine points in the Knights 76-67 loss to
the Buccaneers.
~

.,.

The Knights' will take on
the Campbell Camels, Saturday and the Howard Bisons,
Monday night in basketball
before leaving for a match
with South Florida.
Campbell University will be
the third opponent from the
Big South conference UCF
has faced this season. Earlier,
the Knights downed visiting
Armstrong State 79-62, but
faltered against Baptist College 76-67.
UCF overthrew the
Fighting Camels last season
69-59 at North Carolina
although Sam Alexander, the
only starter returning from
last year's squad, ·was held
scoreless in nineteen minutes
of play.
The "Fighting Camels"
have only two returning
starters from last season. forward Clarence Grier, who
averaged 6.8 points per game,
and guard John Huffstetler,
11.3 points per game. Campbell is coming off a 5:22
season, the worst in the
school's history.
Howard will enter the game
against UCF with all of last
year's players returning. The
Bison finished second in MidEastern Athletic Conference
action last season (9~3), while
posting an overall 16."12
mark.
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Well, it's about time.
You've been eying that blond
for almost half a semester,
now. So you finally got up the
courage to ask, and wonder of
wonders, the answer is yes!
You have a dinner date with
the person of your dreams.
Now, what
You obviously can't take
Mr. or Ms. Right into your
local neighborhood Burger
Palace. That kind of thing
went ou·t in the sixties, and
anyway, that's kid stuff.
Then you contemplate your
choices. Should it be Jordan's
Grove or maybe Maison Jardin? The "Mason Jar" is
more elegant, but Jordan's
Grove is American. Rm.mm.
Maybe the 94th Aero
Squadron...
·
A quick check into your
financial status provides you
with the answer:'D'-none of
the above.
Now you know there has
got to be something between
fast-food and financial ruin.
What happened to all the
restaurants your parents took
you to when you were little?
On second thought, maybe
Ponderosa isn't the most
romantic setting.
As a matter of fact, there
are hundreds of restuarants in
Orlando and the area.
No wimps allowed
B.T. Bones' atmosphere is
what advertising people
would call relaxed, and what
the rest of us would call plain.
However, the prices are equally plain, or relaxed, running
from $4.95 to $12.95 per e~-

tree, with drinks from the full
bar additional.
·
If you're a beefaholic then
this is the place for you. These
people know steak. As a matter of fact, they concentrate
on jt. You might notice a certain amount of limitation to
the menu, but only a wimp
would care with steaks this
good.
B.T. Bones is located in the
new Goldenrod Groves shopping center, at the corner of
Aloma and Howell Branch.
Old-fashioned (ChineE!e)
hospitality
IV V VI is a very tradi- includes the curries that Intional Chinese resturaunt in dian cuisine is famous for, as
well as the Tandoori dishes
th~hanghai style. One of the
keynotes of this establish- that are the restaurant's
ment is courtesy, a refreshing specialty. There are dishes
change from the obnoxious here for the most timid as well
style evidenced by the "Ben- as the most adventurous of
nigan' s-'' type crew.
palates.
Prices are fairly low,
The food here is prepared to
taste, which includes leaving averaging $8 to $9 for enoff anything you'd feel trees. There is a full bar. India
uneasy about eating. Palace is located in Regency
However, don't close your Square on Highway 436 in
mind to· possibilities- here Casselberry. .
they're limitless. The prices Dinner and frolics
is the prevailing theme at
are definitely limited,
however; another good ol' this casual eatery. The menu
Oriental tradition. Entrees is limited to hamburgers and
average $6 to $7. IV V VI also finger foods, but it's quality,
serves beer and wine.
not quantity, that counts.
IV V VI is on Primrose The waiters are friendly, and
Avenue across from the Col- · the atmosphere is relaxed
onial Plaza.
(there's that word again) but
Not too hot-just plain good
the prices are reasonable.
Indian food is hot, right?
J.J.Muggs serves drinks
It's so hot only Indians can from a full bar. Menu prices
eat it, right?
run about $4 or $5 for most
Wrong.
entrees. The restuarant is
At India Palace the food is next to Butler Plaza on
always spiced to taste. That Highway 436.
·

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ADAM CHRZAN

Life after shopping
Kelly's is another fun, fernfilled bar/resturant that off ers good food pretty cheap.
In addition to the fare offered
by J.J. Mugg's, they have
steaks (a little more pricyranging from $9 to $13). They
also have a full bar.
One of the greatest coliveniences of this place is its
location. It's situated right in
the middle of the Fashion
Square Mall, so you can meet
somebody there after a day of
shopping.
Kelly's also features live
entertainment Thursday
through Saturday beginning
at 9 p.m.
·
Everybody knows...
Michael's is the quintessential UCF hangout. It really
doesn't need mentioning eicept everyone would be asking why it got left out.
How to describe the food at
Michael's? It's a cross between Italy, Florida and
Heaven. The calzone (a kind
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of pizza turnover) is especially
divine. However,' Michael's
does offer other traditional
Halian · dishes, which run
about $6 to $7. They also
serve beer and wine.
Michael's is located on 50
about two miles east of
Alafaya Trail.
... and bring two plates
. Yes, it's true. The sandwiches at the Olde World
• Cheese Shop are so big that
it's sometimes wiser to share.
(There are advantages to
that ... ) The menu seems
limitless, but in fact there are
only 261 items listed. Of
course, that doesn't include
the thousands of possibilities .
you can create by playing
around with the offerings.
They have broken the first
rule of resturanteering:
substitutions are allowed.
The Olde World Cheese
Shop offers more than just
sandwiches. They also have
chicken and beef entrees,
which run $9 to $10. If that's
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•SILVER SPURS RETURNS
The famous Silver Spurs Rodeo rides again
in Kissimmee through Feb. 20-23. Cowboys
from all over the country wiU participate in
such evenl.s as caH·roping, st.eer wrestling,
team roping, and barrel racing. Reserved
covered seats for the rodeo are $5, $6, and$'./.
Tickets are available at the Silver Spurs
Ticket office, East Hwy. 192 Kissimmee and
all Select-a-Seat outlets. For further infonna·
tion call 305·847·5118.
•U.C.F. PRESENTS STUDIO E
The University Theatre will present an
evening of experimental work by students,
directors, actors, amd designers. Called
Studio E, the performance~ run Feb. 6·8 in
the Black Box Theatre on the U.C.F. campus.
General admission will be $4. Reservations
can be made by calling 275-2862.
•PHOTOGRAPHY SHOW
Crealde School of Art wiU sponsor a
lectu re-demon s t r a t ion on Panoramic
Photography on Feb. 7, 7:30 to 10:00 pm. The
history of photography as well as its relation
to the development of panoramic cameras
will be traced. Various camera technics (old
and new) relating to panoramic photography
will be discussed and demonstrated. For
more details call Ellen Taticb at
305·671-1886, or drop by Crealde at 600 St.
Andrews Blvd in Winter Park.
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•CHILIHEADS COOK-OFF
The Central Florida Zoo will be hosting a
chili cook-off Saturday Feb. 1. Expert chili
c~ks, a.k.a. "chiliheads," will be on hand to
demonstrate their own recipes. Amatuers are
also welcome, and there will be a prizes
awarded for most appetizing chili, best
decorated booth,. and showmanship of each
team. For more information and entries, call
the zoo at 843-2341.
•OEDIPIUS REX
Sophocles' classic Greek play Oedipus Rex
opens Friday Jan. 31 at Annie Russell
Theater at Rollins College. You're going to
have to read it in class anyway so you may as
well grab the chance to see the play. Perfor·
manc11s run at 8 p.m. through Feb. 8 with a
matinee at 2 p.m. Feb. I.
•DISNEY COLLEGE BASH
Four-in-Legion, Klymaxx, and the S.O.S.
Band head the line-up for the 'EPCOT Late
Night', Feb. 8 from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m.
Stranger, Papa Doo-Run-Run, and Tom
Parks are also on the bill. Tickets are 16.95
per person. and are available at all Florida college campuses, Select-a-Seat outlets, and all
Walt Disney World ticket locations.
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BY PAT VERNON

standby, hairspray. There's
still a lot you can do with it,
especially for special occasions. It's important,
however, to use a watersoluble hairspray, Davis says.
If you want even more control, you might consider a permanant wave, or perm. The
"wave of the future" is the exothermic perm, which is
strong on curls but gentle on
hair. There are also acid
perms, which are also gentle
but don't last as long, and the
traditional alkaline perm,
.which can fry your hair badly.
. One of the biggest things
these days is haircolor: the accent is on color. Magenta,
lime green, cobalt blue, and
lemon yellow have all been
seen on heads around town.
However, you don't have to
be that extreme. A lot can be
done to change or enhance
your natural hair color.
There are three basic
categories for hair color
treatments. The first are temporary rinses. These don't
contain peroxide, so the color
will fade with each shampoo.
You can't lighten naturally
dark hair without bleaching
it, so temporary haircolor can
do little for brunettes.
Cellophaning is a new temporary process which can

•
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The latest news in hairdosways to tame your head
Spike. Scrunch. Cellophane.
Blunt cut.
These ·may sound "like football terms but they 're not.
They're all things people
do-voluntarily-to their
hair.
Not only female-type people, either. More and more,
men are discovering the
wonderful world of hairstyling.
The watchword this year is
control, and there are many
new products that help to
achieve it. Hairspray for men
is nothing new, but men and
women alike are discovering
that there's . more than one
way to tame your head.
Larry Davis of Woody's
Hairstyling Institute explains that the difference between hairspray and the new
mousses and gels is more
than a matter of control. He
says that gels are more drying, but provide maximum
control.
"Gel is good if you want to
dress your hair really close to
your head," he says.
On the other hand, mousse
can be softer. Davis compares
it to setting lotion. He recommends it for loose, curly
styles that need control.
"Mousse helps hair to
remember its shape, that's
all," Davis says.
Let's not forget that old
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enhance your natural color or
give your hair extra shine.
This temporary see-through
color is applied to the entire
head. The solution coats the
outside of the hair but does
not penetrate.
Highlighting, streaking,
frosting and tipping are all
done by lightening portions of
the hair while leaving the
original color untouched. You
can color a few strands lightly
to give a sunkissed effect, or
go bold with heavy streaks.
This is usually done with a
permanent J;iaircolor, since
bleaching is almost always
necessa,ry.
However, if you only want
to change your haircolor once,
or play around with different
shades, you can try a
shampoo-in, shampoo-out
one-time haircolor. One of the
most popular new forms is
color mousse, and there are
also sprays and gels that you
can use.
A word of caution:
everybody's seen some heads
that have had just too much
gunk plastered on them.
These
are
chemical
substances, and overuse or
misuse can really damage
your hair. That's really
defeating the purpose, isn't
it?

·FOOD

•

FROM PAGE 1

•
too rich for your blood, you can stick to the sandwiches,
which average $5. They also serve beer and wine.
The Olde W orlde Cheese Shop is located in Winter Park
Corners, at the corner of Aloma and Lakemont.
Belly dancing on the side
You may find this hard to believe, but at Olympia
Restuarant you might have trouble concentrating on the
dancers appearing nightly. If you like traditional Greek ·
food, you may ignore them altoget];ier.

•

•

Olympia is proud of the fact that all its dishes, from the ·
appetizers to the desserts, are prepared on the premises.
The resturant, which is family owned, also serves beer and
wine (which is not prepared on the premises.)
Prices are ~minently reasonable, averaging $5 to $5.50.
Olympia Resturant is located on Highway 50 about five
miles west of UCF, on the right just past the East-West
Expressway.
Warm beer and lousy food?!
That's the official motto of the Sanbar, and the reverse
psychology ploy seems to be working. Truthfully, the food
is good, and the beer is cold as any. The Sanbar concentrates on seafood, which is fresh daily. They also serve beef
dishes for the terminally landbound, and several all-youcan-eat platters for those who just can't get enough.
The prices won't leave you gasping, either. Most entrees
are under $10. The atmosphere is casual and they serve
beer and wine. ·
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Studio E: students are in control
BY GREGORY HINES

The theater department, a small third
world division at UCF, is in the midst of a
student coup.
This time every year since 1983 the
students within the theater department have
made a statement with a program called
Studio E. The experimental production is an
attempt to throw off the hand of the dictorial
theater staff and show the talent of the
students.
In early December student directors began
to submit one act plays that they had chosen
to the sympathetic department staff. From

there Dr. Harry Smith, theater department
chairman, makes the final decision of which
plays will be performed.
Leading this year's Studio E is Candice
Hubble directing Samuel Beckett's Krapp 's
Last Tape and Ronda Vierling directing
Christopher Durang's Actor's Nightmare.
The first step in the director's strategy was
to draft personnel to command set and light
design. The director then discusses the concept of the play with the design~rs to ensure
the qverall appearance is consistant.
After the plays had been chosen and the

SEE STUDIO E, PAGE 4

PHO'JlO BY ADAM CHRZAN

Students and directors rehearse for Studio E. The entire production
is controlled by students, including directing, acting, lighting and
costuming
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*Excluding Cassettes, 12" Singles, Compact Discs and Sale·priced Albums.
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40%

Portrait

Riva

RCA

JOHN COlXJAR MELLENCAMP

SCAHllW
FEATURING

R.O.C.K. In The USA

Reg. •1\.99 ·You Pay 16.99 LP/Cassette

Reg. •8.99 - You Pay 16.99 LP/Cassette

DIONNE WARWICK
FRIENDS

Reg. '8.99 ·You Pay 16.99 LP/Cassette

Columbia

Elektra

Arista

Reg. '8.99 ·You Pay •6.99 LP/Cassette
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EDDIE MURPHY
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UNDER LOCK
AND KEY

Includes
The Hunter
It's Not Love
In My Dreams
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Featuring Elton John Gtadys
Knight and Stevie Wr.nde1
FRIEND~

Reg. •8.99 - You Pay ·s.99 LP/Cassette
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including :
Party All The Time/Do l/C-0-N Confused
How Could It Be/I. Me. Us . We
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TOM PEm AND THE HEARTBREAKERS
PACK UP THE PLANTATION

LIVE!

Greatest Hit~ live including four previoasly
unreleased performances including: NEEDLES
AND PINS SHOUT 1 DON 'T BRING ME OOWN
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Talk To Me
I Can't Wait

SJ299

Sister Honey
Reg. •8

You Pay •6.99 LP/Cassette
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Reg . •9.99 ·You Pay •7.99 LP/Cassette

Reg. •10.99 - You Pay *8.99 LP /Cassette

Compact Discs Are Subject To Manufacturer Availability.
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JVC Deal!

New
Improved
Picture!
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HR High Grade
T-120 Reg. •6.99
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Altamonte Mall: 831-2070/Movie Dept: 831-2087
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MOVIES FOR
SALE OR RENT

For
State-Of-TheArt Recording!

,, To 8 Hours
Recording Time!
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Hi-Fi T-120
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technical crew cast, recruitment for the effort began in
the form of open auditions.
.'
"The atmosphere was
generally more relaxed
.1--:...
is now offering
because everyone there was
friends and knew each others
abilities," said Wendi Martin,
OR HOW ABOl 'TA .
theater major. :
Yet stomachs were tense
1
because of the competition for
Student Legal Services · Provides
parts was real, as the direc1
students with assistance in selected ·
tors sat upon their high stool
~~/?;'~er
.
~k
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
drilling the auditioners.
.JOI'.\
TllE
CSS
"(i(
><
)()
Tl.\IE
CiA'.\l<i'"
EAR'.\
L\TIL\~·
consumer, non-criminal traffic and un"It was difficult to decide
SPE:\Dl'.\C i .\H >'.\ EY :\'.\I) IL:\ \ 'E IT:\ TOO.
with all the talent," said
contested dissolutions. You can receive
CdU'. :\T :\T\I< lSPI IFlff. \\'( >;\DERFl ·1. PH >PU'.
Vierling, who had 18 people
attorney consultation and representa:\'.\D
Ci<>< )I) Tl.\IFS.
show up at her audition.
tion free of charge to qualified
:\ \'..\RI ETY < >F I'( >SITI< )'.\~ ,.\ lff .\\ '; \I L\B I.I '. \\'ITI I
She also found it tough to
students. Call 275-5590 or stop by Rm
H.L\IBl.E 11< >l HST<>\\'( mK .\IH >I ''.\:I> Y< >I 'H Bl 'SY
be personal yet professional.
222 for more information or an apCOl.1.H ii·: '.'ICllU >l LL
This is only a small part of
pointment.
what the directors are learnReceptionist
Blackjack Dealers
ing about putting on a play . .
Guest Service Host~
Gitt Shop Personnel
Need?
Problems with?
Along with the process of
Hostesses
Cheyenne Cloggers
organizing the crew' the direcCocktail Waitresses
Can Can Dancers
A Will?
Landlords?
tors have to research unBanquet Waiters
Warehouse Personnel
familiar aspects of the work
Singing Waiters
Utility Persons
in order to convey the proper
Name Change?
Insurance?
Busser
Custodians
emotion to the actors.
Deli Sandwich Makers
Vierling's one act has four
Uncontested Dissolution?
Contracts? ,,
Tiff "(;OOD Tl:\11: (1AN(1" \X:.\NTS YOl ' ~
plays within one. The produc.-\pply a1 1he Pt·r.,111rnl'I Train< :ar nexl IO the
tion is satirical of past works
Church Slr<.'t'l ~ration l>epor. .\tON .- FHL 9 A.\ t - () P~1 .
Police?
with characters that were
famous actors. Throµgh
research Vierling has come to - - - - . , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . l - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - . . . . , - - - - - - - ; - know the actors as well as the
four satirized plays.
~ubble's play centers
around a 69 year old man·who
used to record his observations ~f life on tape once a
year. As he is looking through
his box of tapes, the year of
his 39th birthday stands out
in particular. The audience
will witness his listening to a
tape of 30-year-old ideas. The
problem for Hubble is to present her 25-year-old actor,
Tom Cannold, as 39 on· tape
and 69 on stage and make it
realistic.·
.
The evening's performance
will be a mix in moods. Hubble's piece contains surrealistic props which will add
to a somber feeling with comic relief.
''The play makes you laugh
but underneath you cry
because you feel sorry for this
guy," said Hubble.
Vierling promises a
satirical coniedy with an unique twist in the ending.
"It's shocking, but some
perceptive people may think
they know what's coming,"
she said.
Studio E goes to battle Feb.
6, 7, and Sat 8:00 pm in the
Black Box Theatre. There is a
call to arms for students to
2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus Alafaya Trail.
help support the struggle.
Students will be admitted
Become Your Own Landlord
free with voucher that can be
Many smart UCF students who
picked up at the Student
own their own apartments have
Government main desk and ·
roommates to help share excall x2861 to reserve seats.

Brevard Cantpus

WINGWALKER? ~-- ~.

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES

~'
BLACKJACK ~~·~ "~-

DEALER?

·

1

..

.
•

•

•

Own Your Own!

Get hot
tips·on
crime
prevention!

$399/Fii*
No closing costs.

•

Furnished model open daily
Mon-Sat, I OAM - 6PM.
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.

.11 ./ ©,
Write to:

·McGruff'"'

Crime Prevention Coalition
Box 6600
Rockville.~d.

penses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too!

20850

TAKE ABITE OUT OF

t:RIME

·~j,-.~ ·

282-4393

•

DDecorator package

-- ~

. ,,,: ·- -

-

-~~~

D_Spacesaver_
microwave with purchase

Fox
Hunt
Lanes
·
.
----

~

Sale price $52,400, $2700 down. $49.700 mortgage 9.0%

.

A.R.M., plus or minus 2% annual Cap, lifetime cap 14 3/4%.

Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. A.P.R. 11.5%

·

.

